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Reaction to proposed seating unpopular

Alumni, students like hillside tradition
By Mark Miller
assistant news editor

HillciHo KIllAC _
st.ffPho,obySTEPHENJAFFE
IIIOlUO UIUCO "^ Alumni and students oppose the Idea of building additional bleachers that would block the view of the football field from the hill. Saturday's
Homecoming game saw a larger crowd than usual on the hill.

Student on Board opposes bleachers
tance of a bid. If a bid falls into JMU's price
range, bleachers could be completed by next fall.
The Bleachers would probably be about 30 feet
high, said William Merck, vice president for
business affairs, and would "obstruct the hillside
view to some degree."
President Ronald Carrier addressed Noftsinger's concern at the meeting, saying that the
bleachers are not being built in an attempt to
stop the hillside parties during football games.
"It isn't our intent to stop the action on the hill,
but it is our hope to get them inside (the
stadium)," Carrier said.
"They can have their class reunions on the hill
— we don't care. Or maybe they can take a couple hours there, and then come back (to the
stadium). Or have a party on the hillside before
or after the game," he said.
An increased number of students sitting in the
stadium during football games "would make a
difference in winning and losing," Carrier said.

By Sandy Stone
staff writer
In his first Board of Visitors meeting, student
member John Noftsinger spoke out against the
bleachers that might be built behind Madison
Stadium.
Noftsinger voiced his concern to board
members Friday that the bleachers, which would
be built behind the north end zone, could block
the view of the traditional football observers on
the hill.
"Just in talking with some of my friends, I
don't think students like the idea (of the
bleachers)," Noftsinger said.
"JMU is, well, kind of a young school.
Because it is young, we have very few traditions,
like throwing toilet paper at basketball games.
And traditions are really neat. I think they reflect
the school," he said.
In building the bleachers, one of JMU's most
well-known traditions could be destroyed, Noftsinger said.
The addition of the bleachers is pending accep-

See related article on page 3
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Students and alumni at Saturday's Homecoming
football game seemed to be opposed to building
bleachers that would block the view of the field
from the hill.
Many students and alumni said more bleachers
should not be built until the stadium is fiued for
most games.
Darrell Kelly, a senior, said, "Wait till we have
full capacity. They must be looking for something
to spend money on if they do it."
Several said watching games from the hill is a
tradition that should continue.
Angela Sorrels, a 1983 graduate, said, "That's
one tradition that JMU has and they should keep
it."
Lori Hainsworth, a junior, said, "Obviously
everybody enjoys it. The school's meant for the
students, right?"
Russ Fleetwood, a 1980 graduate, said, "I've
been doing it (watching from the hill) for a long
time — ever since I came to Madison. Don't mess
up the hill."
Gordon Woody, a 1984 graduate, said, "The
great thing about Madison is it's so personal.
Building bleachers would take away from its personality."
Robin McNallie, a JMU English professor, said,
"I like the tradition of the hill. It gives people the
chance to move around and enjoy themselves. It
preserves some of. the tradition of a smaller
school."
Bonnie Mullins, a junior, said sitting on the hill
is a tradition and "It's nice that people can have
this option."
One of the main reasons people said they sit on
the hill is because it is fun. They can get away with
drinking and can move around more. Also, it is
more comfortable than the stands and alumni can
watch games for free.
Linda Newmyer, a 1983 graduate, said, "The
hill is the most fun place to sit."
Suzanne Ford, a senior, said it's more relaxing
than sitting in "the hard bleachers."
Kim Beckett, a junior, said the hill is "more
comfortable and relaxed."
Teresa Macuk, a 1984 graduate, said the hill has
"a picnic atmosphere" and JMU should "leave
the lull alone."
Brooks Hall, a 1979 graduate, said building the
bleachers would be a "bad move" because "It
would take away the freedom to get drunk."
Kim Koenig, a 1984 graduate, said, "There's a
certain atmosphere about sitting on the hill."
Carl Albero, a senior, said, "It's like an outdoor
party."
See REACT page 2 *•
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Tammy Stuchlak, a 1982
graduate, said she likes the hill
because it's not restricted and "you
can roam around."
Wendy Oberst, a 1978 graduate,
said, "You can wander around and
see people you haven't seen. It's the
only time to get together."
Michael Foecking, a 1984
graduate, said, "It's a good party up
there" and it's more fun and softer.
"I wouldn't pay to come to a game
until I make more money," he added.
Glenda Hughes, a 1976 graduate,
said, "It's not just the fact that it's
free; it's just more comfortable."

Go to bat against

Students sitting in the stadium
said they like having a better view,
but they understand why others
prefer the hill.
Sandra Rose, a sophomore, said
you can see the game better from inside the stadium, although it is more
confined.

«

Theresa Frazier, a freshman, said
she understands why alumni like to
sit on the hill. "Seven dollars is a lot
to pay for a ticket."
Sean Kelly, a 1979 graduate, sat in
the bleachers Saturday only because
bis fraternity brothers were there. As
a student, he said he always sat on
the hill.
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RESUMES that get results!

"People come to have a good time
and enjoy themselves," Kelly said.
"This area isn't conducive to that.

OUR PROFESSIONAL RESUMES DO GET RESULTS!

Debra Ryder, a 197S graduate,
also said she would be willing to pay
to watch from the hill. She said sitting on the hill "is the whole fun of
coming to these games."

"We're not going to pack the
stands until we have a good football
team. You've got to have something
for them to watch."
Several students said they were sitting in the stadium only because the
hill was too crowded Saturday.

Jim Faruki, a senior, said, "I
think people here are more interested
in partying than watching football."
Other students said they sit on the
hill so their friends who are not
students can watch games for free.

Krista Orimmett, a freshman, said
she sits in the stands to get a good
view of the game but doesn't think
adding more seats would be a good
idea. "People like to sit there and
it's a tradition," she said.

• FREE brochure with tipstjn how to write resumes.
• Typesetting only $10.00 per page for one-week service.
(Additional charge for faster service.)
•kPrinted quality copies of your resume in any quantity on high
quality paper. Prices vary with quantity.
• Extra sheets and envelopes to match.
ALSO STOP BY FOR.
• ANNOUNCEMENTS! We have a wide variety of graduation and
wedding announcements, stationery, and accessories. Drop by to
browse through our catalogs.

Bob Ryder, a 197S graduate, said,
"Charge us to sit on the hill. Don't
make me sit on concrete."
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Position to aid fund raising
By Sandy Stone

staff writer

In an attempt to boost funds for academic scholarships and supplemental income for faculty members,
JMU has hired an assistant to the president who will
start a drive to increase private contributions.
At a Board of Visitors meeting Friday, the elevenmember policy making board 'of the university
unanimously approved the hiring of Dr. F. Douglas
Moore as assistant to the president for developing.
Moore will assume the newly created position Nov.
1. The North Carolina native comes to JMU from
East Carolina University, where he was director for institutional advancement.
His duties will include being in charge of all fundraising activities that attempt to solicit donations
from alumni and other outside groups. He will work
closely with President Ronald Carrier and Dr. Ray
Sonncr, senior vice president, said Fred Hilton,
university spokesman.'
<

In his development report at the board meeting
Carrier said JMU is ready for an outside fund-raising
drive. "I will say to you as I have said before. If JMU
is to meet its planned goals in the 1990s, it will have to
achieve the goals with funds outside of state funding.
"This institution does not have a history of endowments or fund raising. And I don't think it has
been ready for massive fund raising — but now it is,"
Carrier said. "We are taking steps in the next year to
concentrate our energies and talent to raising outside
funds. And Dr. Moore will bring us the kind of energy
and expertise we will need."
Carrier said increased private contributions will be
used to achieve two goals. "First, to have scholarships
for outstanding students, and second, to have chairs
(supplemental income) for outstanding faculty
members.

"We'll start losing faculty members if we don't supplement their income. You've got to give recognition
and distinction to faculty members, but you've got to
do it through private gifts," Carrier said. "Contributions are necessary to keep the university dynamic,
vigorous and vital."
Private donations also are needed to attain other
long-range goals, such as "new buildings, a museum,
a concert hall... as well as to continue to finance the
athletic program."
Carrier said he does not expect money from private
sources to begin pouring into the university in the next
few years as a result of the new drive, "but we are
establishing a base for substantial fund-raising activities and success in the next decade."
In other action at the board meeting:
► The board unanimously approved the selection
of senior John Noftsinger as the first student member
of the Board of Visitors.
Noftsinger, who attended the meeting, said, "I
would like to thank everyone for your decision. It
shows your responsiveness to the needs of JMU."
► Board member Pamela Fay of Richmond said
there is interest among faculty members in enrolling in
university computer literacy programs.
A computer literacy program now is being offered
here for university administrators. Plans are under
way to offer the course to faculty members, Hilton
said.
► William Merck, vice president for business affairs, gave a report on building and construction plans
for the university.
Building plans include the following:
The continued remodeling of Keezell Hall, the completion of Phillips Center in April and the building of
an arboretum, an area where plants and trees will be
grown. The arboretum will be built across Interstate
81 near the jogging trail.

JMU wants to
create image
with new logo
By Beth Bowen
A new JMU logo is in the initial
stages of development.
Ben Critzer, publications editor of
university printing services, said the
illustrators and graphic artists in the
publications office are collecting information for uses the logo will
have. "We need a logo that will look
good on everything from matchbook
covers to garbage trucks," he said.
Starting this summer, the letters
"JMU" as a slanted graphic element
have been replacing the old university logo — the JMU circle that is on
university stationery, brochures,
publications and business cards.
The new design was developed two
years ago by the publications office
for the JMU football helmets and
other sports, Critzer said.
Fred
Hilton,
university
spokesman, said this is a cleaner,
more graphically pleasing look. "We
want to use *JMU' as an identity factor," he said.
Critzer said, "The idea is to
establish JMU in the minds of the
public and the media."
The new logo may or may not use
the slanted JMU design. "We want a
logo that indicates a modem, major
university and has a lot of
flexibility," he said.

Drips dry: Anthony-Seeger roof being replaced
By Bill Goodykoontz
news editor

Replacing the "failed" roof of
Anthony-Seeger Hall will cost approximately $42,000, according to
the director of the JMU physical
plant.
George Marcum said the roof has
to be replaced because "the one we
previously had put on had failed. It
quit stopping water."
The roof, which was* used for
about five years, was under a 10-year
warranty. H.M.M. Koppers, the
company that furnished the roofing
materials, "stood behind the warranty," Marcum said. They paid
about $30,000 back on the value of
the roof and also "made several
repairs during the time we used it,"
he said.
"It was the materials that failed,
not the installation," he said.
The new roof, which is being installed by Largent Roofing Inc. of
Harrisonburg, also has a 10-year
warranty.
The roofing materials are being
supplied by Carlisle Roofing
Manufacturers, Marcum said. Installation should be completed by
the end of the week.
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Staff photo by JOHN KE8SLER

A construction worker warts for rocks to travel up a conveyor belt so he can begin putting them on the
roof of Anthony-Seeger Hall.
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"We Rent' and Sell Almost Everything"

FOR HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES
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433-2591

Third Wave

V

195 South Avenue • Harruonburg, V»

DT & the Shakes
Rational Herdsmen

OUR NURSING
SCHOLARSHIPS WILL
HELP YOUR
MEDICAL PLANS

.*;S$^

Oct 25, 8:00 p.m.
North Ballroom, WCC
Admission: $1.00

Proceeds donated to Women's Crisis Center

HOWTHEPCWERFUL

For senior Colleen Leonard, the high cost of tuition
hasn't jeopardized her future in medicine. If you are
having trouble meeting tuition, Army ROTC may have
just what the doctor ordered:
An Army ROTC scholarship.
ROTC recently set aside hundreds of scholarships
solely for nursing students like yourself.
Each one covers full tuition, books and other supplies,
and pays you up to $1000 each school year it's in effect.
So make an appointment to find out more about an Army ROTC scholarship. ROTC is now accepting applications for two and three year scholarships.
See the full selection of Jostens rings on display in your college bookstore. And
see your (ostens representative at:

toe Oct 22, 23 and 24

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

w 10 - 4

WCC, Room B, Mezzanine level
$20 Off All White Lustrlum Rings

Place

Payment plans
available.

Contact: Capt. Torres
Stad Bldg, Rm F205
Phone: 568-6355
MW 14:00-14:50
TTh 10:50-11:40
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Gibbons Hall
to open store,
sell snacks

Food Services management will be
assisted in opening and operating the
store by university bookstore
manager William Hancher.
"We have a lot of experience in
feeding thousands of students everyday, but not much in operating a
retail store for them. We are glad to
have Mr. Handler's retailing experience to help get us going," Griffin said.

directors of the five public radio stations.
Bill Miller will represent WMRA.
A phone-in question period will
follow, during which listeners will be
able to talk directly to the candidates. The toll free telephone
number is 1-800-628-9735.

A campus convenience store will
open in Gibbons Hall in November.
"I'm hoping to have the store
open to the public Nov. 5," said
Food Service Director R. Davis Griffin, "but it is possible construction
or some other problems could hold
us up a bit."
One JMU team and three inThe store will be located
dividuals won awards at the 31st
downstairs in Gibbons just to the
Marshall-Wythe Debate Tournaleft of entrance 4. The space for the
WMRA-FM (90.7) will present ment at William and Mary Oct.
store is a former D-Hall storeroom
two live call-in programs featuring 12-14.
which is now vacant due to food serincumbent Republican Sen. John
Susan Mayberry and Chris Miller
vice's acquiring an off-campus
Warner and Democratic challenger were awarded a trophy for advancwarehouse last spring.
Edythe Harrison Tuesday and ing to the quarterfinals of the junior
The store's merchandise line will
Thursday at 7 p.m.
varsity division before being
"cater mostly to casual traffic . . .
Both hour-long programs will eliminated by a team from Old
to the thousands of people who pass
originate live from the Richmond Dominion University.
by entrance 4 & 5 every day," Grif- studios of WRFK-FM and will be
Also, Mayberry was named the
fin said.
distributed live via satellite to public fourth best individual speaker of 56
He said the store will carry candy
radio stations WHRO in Norfolk, participants in the junior varsity
bars, tobacco products, snack cakes,
WVTF in Roanoke and WETA in division. Karyn Schmidt won the
cookies, crackers, peanuts, potato Washington, D.C., as well as to award for ninth place junior varsity
chips, newspapers and magazines.
commercial stations throughout the speaker.
Other merchandise is also being
state.
In the varsity division, Brian
considered, especially a variety of
The programs will consist of brief James was named the seventh place
cold soda and juice drinks, which opening speeches by the candidates, speaker.
will be added as soon as refrigeration outlining basic issues and positions,
Nineteen schools participated in
can be installed.
followed by questions from news the tournment.

WMRAtoair
local debates

JMU debaters win
in tournament

Local woman chairs
home ec committee
JMU has a new chairwoman for
the Home Economics Advisory
Committee.
Gladys Wonderley, assistant vice
president of Dominion Trust Company in Harrisonburg, has been
elected to the post.
Wonderley, a native of Weyers
Cave, will serve a one-year term as
head of the eight-member committee, which works to improve the
department's preparation of home
economics students for current and
future job markets.
Committee membership includes
Doris Clements, director of Nutrition Services at the State Health
Department in Richmond; Bertha
King, director of Vocational Home
Economics Education at the U.S.
Department of Education in
Washington, D.C.; and JMU student Anne Paparella.
Also: Charity Singletary, consumer affairs officer at the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration in
Arlington, Va.; Deborah Snead, extension agent for Craig County,
Virginia; JMU alumna Elaine
Solomon of Rockville, Md.; and
David Stovall, manager of Leggett
department store in Norfolk, Va.

GRAND
OPENING
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS"
FREE.

Call us.
433-3111
22 Terri Dr.
433-2300
31 Miller Circle

Hours:

11am-1«m Sua-Thura
11 am-2am Fit & Sat
You've got a new friend
in town! A brand new
Domino's Pizza store is now
open in your neighborhood
and ready to deliver a hot,
custom-made pizza to you
in 30 minutes or less. At
Domino's Pizza, we take
pride in our pizza- we use
only 100% real dairy
cheese, our own special
sauce, and a great choice
of toppings. Try our free,
30 minute delivery tonight.
Join us in our opening
celebration!
Domino's Pizza Deliverm.™

Come join in the fun of our Grand Opening!
The time:

Saturday, OCTOBER 27, 1984
11AM - 1PM

The location: 22 Terri Dr., across from the
Valley Mall.
You can't miss it—look for the Domino's Hot
Air Balloon tethered right at the store!

■ Hot, delicious pizza I
■ Free 30 minute
delivery guaranteed!
■ 10 minute pick-up
service.
■ Custom-made with
your choice of quality
toppings.
■ Only 100% real dairy
cheese.
■ Fast, friendly service
for over 20 years.
■ America's #1 pizza
delivery company.

Our *lv»r» carry m Irian $2000.
LMMMrJamwrytrea.
e 1963 Domino'• Pttia. Ire
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ALL YOU CAN EAT

$3.89

ITALIAN NIGHT
LASAGNA
LINGUINE WITH MEAT SAUCE
GARLIC BREAD
TOSSED SALAD
CHEESE CAKE
E VER Y WEDNESDA Y NIGHT
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On Manufacturers' -Cents-Oft
Coupons—See Store For Complete Details'
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CARS
ittlr &" Restaurant
FREE PITCHER OF YOUR FAVORITE
BEVERAGE WITH PARTY OF FOUR

WXRAi
MUSIC OF MAYNARD FERGUSON
Wed, Oct 25, 9:30 p.m.
on WRMA
M>

Hosted by Jeff Walker

6

All-You-Can-Eat
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"BUFFET SPECIALS

Pizza inn

Featuring Barbecue Pizza and Teco Pizza
Thin Crust Pizza, Deep Pan Pizza,
Spaghetti, Salad Bar, Soup and Garlic Bread

M
n

American it
99* Cheese Slices
»OZ PACKAGE

HALF
PRICE
SALE!

Mon. ■ Sat.
LUNCHEON

Mon. - Thure.
NIGHT

OKAMCE

11:O0A.M.-2tf0P.M.

8:00 P. M. ■ 8:30 P. M.

SMART

$2.99
Sunday Lunch

$3.29
$3.59

CHf £K>« r PP.OCESSEO CHEESE FOOD

Bathroom

'C5D»

1588 S. Main St.
433-2644

$1.50 OFF

$2.50 OFF

Any Large Pizza
Expires Jan. 1,1985
PIZZA INN

Any Giant Pizza
Expires Jan. 1, 1965
PIZZA INN
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courtfile
Student's loud
noise case
dismissed
By Sandy Stone
court reporter

In recent action in Rockingham
County District Court, the court
dismissed the case of a student
charged with loud noise.

► Richard S. Farrar, 21, of Harrisonburg was charged with loud
noise Sept. 21 at his home, 142S-L
Devon Lane, but the case was
dismissed in court Oct. 5.
Farrar pleaded not guilty to the
loud noise charge.
The case of a student charged with
public drunkenness was discontinued Oct. 4.
■»■ The court discontinued the case
of John W. Momot, 20, of Richmond, who was charged with public
drunkenness Sept. 8.

Momot was arrested by campus
police at Newman Drive near Greek
Row.
A public drunkenness charge placed against a student Sept. 26 was
reduced in court to drinking in
public.
► Michael K. Parker, 21, of Boca
Raton, Fla., was found guilty Oct. 4
of drinking in public and fined $10.
Parker was arrested by campus
police in front of Converse Hall.

WE WANT YOU
TO START
AT THE TOP.
THEN WORK YOUR
WAT UP.
You can he pan of the
greatest alliance in American
business history — Electronic
Data Systems and (icneral Motor*.
This alliance comhines the
information processing strengths
of K»S with the resources of the
largest company in the nation.
And with it comes vast
opportunities ft* you — the kind
that husinewt professionals can
spend their entire careers seeking.
You're already starting at the top
with our outstanding resources
for growth and success And the
only way to go is up.
We're looking for self starters
— people with the confidence to
set high goals and the
determination to reach them. W'f
want to put you at the core of
KIW operations as a Systems
Knjpnccr KI)S Systems engineers
use hoth husiness and technical
skills to solve complex problems
lor our clK-nts
The SKI) Program will
prepare you for the leadership

responsibilities you will have in
the KDs and (.M alliance. It lasts
approximately IH months and will
undoubtedly he one of the most
rigorous and rewarding business
experiences of your lift.-. You'll
receive intensive classroom
training, and you'll also have the
chance to deal directly with our
customers You'll gun knowledge
that will place you far ahead of
your peers. And when you
graduate, you'll have an exciting
position with unlimited growth
potential
To qualify lair the SKI)
Program, you must he a college
graduate with a technical aptitude
and an outstanding record of
achievement. You should have a
major in Management Information
Systems (.1 minuter Information
Systems, Computer Science, or
engineering Vie will also consider
candidates with any academic
major and a strong interest in
husiness and information
processing. In addition.

you must he flexible to
relocate and trawl Finally, you
must he a I'.S. citizen or
permanent resident. If you are a
successful candidate. KDS will
reward you with a competitive
compensation package. And you're
sun* to thrive in our corporate
envinmment when- rewards arc
based on achievement — not
scnkirity.

TAKE THE FIRST STEP
TOWARD JOINING THE
GREATEST ALLIANCE IN
AMERICAN BUSINESS
HISTORY.
(amtaci your 11 K>pr placement oeVr
11 «fay t" achnMc an Inter
vtrw wtfi a local KI* rccruMrr Or.
wrftr 101 FJrctn mic Dtta syneim
Corp. radon. 7171 Forest Lanr
l)cp« IMLMM. IMta*. TX 7n2.%0
(ZI4)M>l-606O AnEquri
< Ippurtuntty Fanpluycr

Electronic Data Systems Corporation

In other action:
► Student James P. Wilson, 21, of
Vienna, Va, pleaded guilty Oct. 9 to
drunken driving.
Wilson was fined $190 and his driver's
license was suspended for six months. It
then was reinstated because he enrolled
In the Alcohol Safety Action Program.
Wilson was arrested by campus police
Sept. 2.
► Non-student Michael D. Stroupe, 22,
of Penn Laird, Va., pleaded guilty Oct. 9
to drunken driving.
Stroupe was fined $150 and his driver's
license was suspended for six months. It
then was reinstated because he enrolled In ASAP.
Stroupe was arrested by campus
police Sept. 8.
► Non-student Paul B. Templeton, 20,
of McGaheysvllle, Va., pleaded guilty
Oct. 9 to drunken driving.
Templeton was fined $150 and his
driver's license was suspended for six
months. It then was reinstated because
he enrolled In ASAP.
Templeton was arrested by campus
police Sept. 9.
•* Student John Bugenhagen, 20, of
Rockvllle, Md., pleaded guilty Sept. 28 to
urinating In public.
Bugenhagen was fined $35.
Bugenhagen was arrested by city
police Sept. 8.
+■ Student Franklin A Crow ley, 21, of
Huntlngton, N.Y., was found guilty Sept.
28 of drinking In public.
Crowley, who pleaded not guilty to the
charge, was fined $20.
Crowley was arrested by city police
Aug. 31.
►"Student Kevin A. Valdez, 19, of
Front Royal pleaded guilty Oct. 5 to
public drunkenness.
Valdez was fined $30.
Valdez was arrested by city police Aug.
29.
*■ Student Thomas F. Casey, 21, of
Camp Springs, Md., was found guilty Oct.
11 of public drunkenness.
Caaey was fined $30.
Casey was arrested by campus police
Sept. 6.
*■ Student Joseph P. Byrne, 18, pleaded guilty Oct. 18 to public drunkenness.
Byrne was fined $30.
Byrne was arrested by campus police
Sept. 22.
► Student John W. Brubeck, 18, of
Mlddlebrook, Va., was found guilty Oct. 4
of public drunkenness.
Brubeck was fined $10.
Brubeck was arrested by campus
police Sept. 21.
► Student Chad J. Quinn, 20, of Harrisonburg was found guilty Oct. 5 of a
loud noise charge.
Quinn, who pleaded not guilty to the
charge, was fined $15.
Quinn was charged by city police Sept.
23.
•> Student Sarah J. Fohl, 20, of Harris© nburg pleaded guilty Oct. 12 to a loud
noise charge.
Fohl was fined $25.
Fohl was charged by city police Sept.
18.
•> Student Robert W. Miller, 20, of Harrlsonburg pleaded guilty Oct. 12 to a loud
noise charge.
Miller was fined $25.
Miller was charged by city police Sept.
18.
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CABS
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

SQUIRE HILL
yf APARTMENTS
[A

Still Have
Vacancies

THAT MEANS NO COVER

FREE

GET IN
THE GAME
It'a fourth and goal and you'va got tho ball. Make your mova to the first foam.
The National Security Agency offers you an all-pro career opportunity in the
following fields:
MATHEMATICS You'll work on
diverse agency problems applying a
variety of mathematical disciplines.
Specific assignments might include
solving communications-related
problems, performing long-range
mathematical research or evaluating
new techniques for communications
security.
LINGUISTS NSA offers a wide range of
challenging assignments for Slavic,
Near Eastern and Asian language
majors involving translation, transcription
and analysis/reporting. Newly-hired
linguists can count on receiving
advanced training in their primary
language(s) and can plan on many
years of continued professional
growth.
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING There
are opportunities in a variety of
resesrch end development projects
ranging from individual equipments to
very complex interactive systems
involving large numbers of microprocessors, minicomputers and
computer graphics. Professional growth
is enhanced through interaction with
highly experienced NSA professionals
and through contacts in the industrial

COMPUTER SCIENCE At NSA you'll
discover one of the largest computer
installations in the world with almost
every major vendor of computer
equipment represented. NSA careers
provide mixtures of such disciplines as
systems analysis and design, scientific
applications programming, data base
management systems, operating systems,
computer networking/security, and
graphics.
THE REWARDS AT NSA NSA offers
a salary and benefit program that's
truly competitive with private industry.
There are assignments for those who
wish to travel and abundant good living
in the Baltimore-Washington area for
those who wish to stay close to home.
Countless cultural, historical,
recreational and educational opportunities are just minutes away from NSA's
convenient suburban location
To find out more about NSA career
opportunities, schedule an interview
through your college placement office.
For additional information on the
National Security Agency, write to
National Security Agency, Attn: M322.
Fort George G. Meade. Maryland 20755.

Weolfei li'St trimester
abortion services because
we believe Ihet a woman
laced with an unintended
pregnancy should have a lull
-ange of options available to her
,

6 Mo. Lease Avail.

10 Foot Screen

Largest Screen in Harrisonburg
FREENACHOS

We hope you never
need an abortion Bui
we know thai lor some
women complex
personal circumstances
make abortion the
besi choice

ISA

From $330

Call us lor inlormation; conlidenliaMy
ol course II needed you may call collect

Washer Dryer tad.
But Service

Hagerstown Reproductive
Health Services
Hagerslown MD 21740
1301)733 2400

TELEPHONE
(703) 434-2220

HARRISONBURG >K
6
66
°
°
PAWNBROKERS
°
Located next to Jess' Lunch Ph. 433-3355
*K

Loans On: Jewelry, Gold, Silver, Class Rings, Diamonds,
Coins, Stereos, TV's, Typewriters, Cameras and just about
Anything Of Value.
•Loans Up To 120 Days-We Also Buy
Your Itema will be secured by Ttie moat up to date security system. We at
Harrisonburg Pawn Brokers are licensed by the State of Virginia, ao If you
have any queettona about pawning, feel free to call during bualneaa hours.
HOURS:

MM.

- Frl. 10 a-a - 5 pa

Sat it m -1 aai

ooooooTCNITE! OOOOQU

!

Delivery Spec ial ~ i

and academic worlds. Facilities for
.engineering analysis and design
automation are among the best
available.

On Campus Recruiting Date:
Nov. 2,1984

Suu *«e,f£toHefoee -S-?:30am,
(vim tki& coufatt /
yrxiooocx-rrr* KJUOOOC
WE DELIVER. OH $ OFf CAfAPuj FRCM HAM
TIL VSOA.M. 4 TIL. 2. A.M. ON K)££KEND5 //

433-8537
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WELCOME
PARENTS AND STUDENTS
FAMOUS
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
SALAD BAR
USDA CHOICE MEAT

the

MYSTIC DEN
i&msk

CUT FRESH DAILY

All&ii.

FULL MENU TAKEOUT SERVICE
DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS
11AM-4PM

DflleSHAKES

Hours
Sun. - Thurs:
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. - Sun:
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

^

WEDNESDAY 10-24

1580
S. MAIN ST.

433-8680

and

Expanded Dance Floor
— Eight brands on tap

Fan

% Steak Hou

se

Lunch,Dinner & Appetizers

JMU
Get Ready For The

Trlathalon Registration Form
_^r

JMU WELLNESS TOUR '84

Name
Address.
Phone_
Age.
Sex.
T-shirt size S M L

NOV12-16
Events include:
Cardiovascular Fitness Screening
Anemia Testing
Seatbelt Awareness (with the Convincer)
Lectures on Nutrition, Mental Health, Exercise
and Sexuality
The Great American Smoke Out
A Special Presentation by Coors
and

In consideration of the acceptance of my entry, I
release the officials, organizers, and sponsors for any
claims of personal injury that might arise from my participation in this athletic event. I certify that I have full
knowledge of the risks involved in this event and that I
am physically fit to participate In the event.
Signed
Mall to:

The TRIATHALON
5k Run (3 mi)
10k Bike (6 mi)
% mi Swim (18 laps)

Trlathalon
Box 28
Godwin Hall
with a check for $5.00 (entry fee) made payable
to Eta Sigma Gamma

All registered participants will receive a free
T-shirt
. •..'

^■B

mamm

.■■!■ IH1 >'■ '*!
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Arts & People
The Dads
'Trying to turn vinyl into gold'
By Cay Fultz
features editor

Drummer Mike Tubb

They are no strangers to Harrisonburg.
And last Thursday night, the members of
The Dads made themselves at home by
drawing an enthusiastic crowd onto the
dance floor at Calhoun's Backroom with
their driving, upbeat music.
The Richmond-based group stopped in
Harrisonburg last week as part of a tour
to help promote the sale of its first album.
"The Dads" was released Sept. 24 under
the CBS / Estate Records label.
CBS has received about 14,000 orders
for copies of the album since it has been
released.
The four-member group has been on
the road promoting its album, performing
on an average of five or six nights a week.
"We're alchemists trying to turn vinyl
into gold," said lead guitarist David

Basalst Bryan Harvey said, "We don't try to be the Beatles .
Just try to be The Dads."

we

"By the time the album comes out, it
feels more like something damn welldeserved rather than a thrill," Ayers added.
The group's quest for success has not
always been easy. Often, the group encountered clubs leery of booking it when
they found out the group performed
primarily original works.
But when allowed a chance to perform,
"People would come up to us and say,
'Gosh, I've never heard that before, but I
liked it,' " said Tubb.
The band members said they try to
compose and perform music that appeals
to themselves first and then "hopefully,
other people will like it too," Ayers said.
Ayers, the group's main lyricist, was a
music major at one time but, "I don't let
that get in my way of playing,though," he
said with a laugh.
"We're proud of our songwriting,"
The Dads classify themselves as a Ayers added. "That's one of our
rock'n'roll band.
strongest points.
"We're starting to define ourselves a
When composing their songs, "We
little bit better,"said bassist / vocalist don't take the same formulistic approach
Bryan Harvey. "We're not trying to be (each time)," Harvey said. "It's an
way out. But we consider ourselves adventure."
rock'n'roll, pop.
The adventure of establishing a name
"We don't try to fit in. Actually, it's for themselves has required endurance.
the people who will determine where we
"One thing you have to be in
fit in," he said.
rock'n'roll is patient," Harvey said.
The group's album is receiving airplay
"We rely on a lot of comic relief to get
in a variety of places such as Iowa, New us through," Tubb said. "We've given up
Hampshire and Maine. "It will get better everything . . . our girlfriends, our jobs,
when a single is released," drummer Mike our educations ..."
Tubb said. Their original "Imagination"
The group formed when Harvey, Ayers
appears to be the most likely prospect.
and Tubb were living in the Fan area of
Their album was recorded and mixed Richmond and attending Virginia Comon short notice this summer in a Connec- monwealth University. All were members
ticut studio. The nod of approval to of other local bands. (Pittman replaced
record it came after The Dads gave a the group's original rhythm guitarist
showcase performance in June at The Bit- Mark Lewis last year.)
ter End, a New York nightclub.
They "scouted each other out" while
they
belonged to other groups and when
The show was attended by Michael
Kaplan and Tony Martel, two CBS the bands broke up "We kind of gelled,"
;
Record's key decision makers on the ac- Tubb said.
The
group
chose
to
name itself The
quisition of talent. It was the first time
Dads^because
it
"appealed
to a sense of
they had seen a live set by The Dads.
the
absurd,"
Ayers
said.
It
seemed
to be
But the album has not changed things
the antithesis of rock'n'roll.
much for the group yet.
The group spends much of its time perFor Harvey, the album's release is not
quite the thrill he anticipated. "The cold forming for college crowds. Though The
truth is just now hitting us in the face," Dads began coming to perform in the
Harvey said. "Nothing in my life has.- Harrisonburg area about two years ago,
changed."
^^ they have never performed on the JMU
Ayers before the group went on stage last
week.
The group got its start playing for
change on the street in the Georgetown
area of Washington D.C.
It was in Washington that The Dad's
present manager discovered them. Since
then they have performed up and down
the East Coast and with such established
acts as The Romantics, Berlin and
Southside Johnny.
Though most of the songs they perform
are original, they often perform their own
versions of rock classics by such groups
and artists as Creedence Clearwater,
Larry Williams and Chuck Berry.
"Basically, we try to try to play old
things that haven't been heard for
awhile," Ayers said.
"That way we can highlight originals,"
said vocalist / guitarist Kevin Pittman.

sp
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*We rely on a lot of comic relief to got us throu
up everything... our girlfriends, our jobs, our c
— dn

Clockwise from top loft:
Vocalist/bassist Bryan Harvey (left)
and lead guitarist David Ayers
(right), Ayers plays a guitar solo,
vocalist/guitarist Kevin Pittman.
The Dads recently had an album
released through CBS/Estate
Records.

•

Staff photos by
Steven Eaton
a npus. They will get their first chance on
I lloween eve when they play for a dance
msored by the University Program
It ard.
The Dads' hard work has earned them a
lection of followers who travel to hear
group as it tours.
'It's really surprising," Pittman said.
'\ /e had some girls come from Mary
adwin College to see us at Virginia
loach."
The group is concentrating its performances in areas such as Virginia Beach
nd Richmond where it is well-known.
What's in the future for The Dads?
They hope to record a second album,
iut whether that chance spins their way
epends a great deal upon the success of
leir first album.
But the group is confident. "We feel
ike we have the potential," Harvey said.
The Dad's dance-oriented sound and
nergetic stage presence have led some to
iken the group to the early Beatles.
"We do have a preference for pop from
he 60s," Harvey said. "We don't try to
« the Beatles.
"Rock'n'roll is in a different stage now
. . We just try to be The Dads."

ough. We've given
ir educations ...'
drummer Mike Tubb
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Juggler runs show smoothly

Cope-in

By Bridget Edwards

Homecoming

staff writer

With toothy grin, three-piece
suit and sometimes acid tongue,
he kept the the audience entertained between acts with his
juggling and jokes.
Serving as master of
ceremonies for "The 9th Annual Jayemyoo Homecoming
Revue," Robert Nelson, "The
Butterfly Man," captured the
audience's attention by juggling
balls, meat cleavers and fire.

By Andrea Cope
I saw her today at the reception
A glass of wine in her hand
I knew she was gonna meet her connection
At her feet was a footloose man
You can't always get what you want...
But if you try sometime
You find you get what you need

"We got the Butterfly Man
to help the program move
smoothly and to provide an additional show for the
audience," said Jerry Weaver,
associate director of programming for the University Program Board.
And if crowd reaction is any
indication, UPB was successful.
The tall, lanky performer
from Baltimore, Md. has been a
professional juggler for the last
five years. He developed the
character of the Butterfly Man
while performing as a street act
in San Fransisco.
Nelson joined the National
Association of Campus Activities a year ago and in that
time has traveled to more than
150 colleges and universities to
entertain.
Nelson established an instant
rapport with the JMU audience
that kept the auditorium alive.
The student talent show
featured performances ranging
from some down-home guitar
strumming
to
upbeat
rock'n'roll by a top-40 band.
Nelson led the audience
through the show by introducing the twelve acts that were
rated by five judges.
The judges were Dr. Kent
Zimmerman, associate professor of management, Doug
Kehlenbrink, assistant professor of music; R.J. Fletcher,
director of the student-run TV
news show "JMU Today,";
Ann Boyd, cultural awareness
chairperson-UPB; and Mike
Giambattista, coffee house
chairman-UPB.
Boyd said, "Everyone did a
really good job. They should all
be proud of themselves for getting up there. There were no
bad acts this year, and that's
unusual."
When the results were tallied,
there were winners in three
categories.
Sophomore Chrys Peterson
won first place for artistic appeal. Peterson sang the wellknown song "Memory" from

"You Can't Always Get What You Want"
-The Rolling Stones

Robert Nelson, The Butterfly Men, was master of
ceremonies at "The Bth Annual Jayemyoo Homecoming Revue."
the popular musical "Cats."
She was described by Nelson as
"a beautiful lady with a
beautiful voice."
Senior Jon Romeo won first
place for originality. Romeo
played guitar and sang two
songs, one an original titled
"Try It Again."
The Passions, a five-member
singing group, won first place
for crowd appeal. The Passions, who won last year's
overall competition, is comprised of sophomore Reggie
Hairston, sophomore Julius
Reynolds, junior George
Felton, sophomore David
Odom, and sophomore Joe
Moss.

all the work we put into it,"
group member Felton said.
The audience seemed to agree
with the three choices of the
judges. The applause after each
new announcement was more
deafening than the last.
Senior Lisa Clark said, "They
presented a really good variety
of performance. I was especially impressed by the original
compositions."
Nelson closed the show by
balancing a long-stemmed red
rose vertically on the tip of his
nose while reciting this poem:

It matters not
the job you've got
as long as you do it well.
The group sang "Blue Things that are made
Moon," "Just My Imagina- by plans well-laid
tion" and "Daddy's Home." the test of time will tell.
All three were done acapella. But how can you count
The audience sang along, and or know the amount
the group received one of the or the the value of a man
largest rounds of applause of By the show displayed
the night.
or the beauty made
"It felt kind of like last year's by the touch of the Juggler's
win. It's a great culmination for hand.

Homecoming. The big chill of the year.
Each year, alums return to JMU to restore faith,
renew friendships, reminisce, and to party up a
storm.
Parking their cars where they please, they
blatantly defy the campus cadets who ticketed
them in the past. Lugging coolers and suitcases,
they migrate to dorms, apartments, Greek Row
and hotels in search of old college chums.
It's great to see friends when they come back.
They all tell you about life in the real world and,
for some, how it's not all it's cracked up to be.
They gripe about the evils of working 9 to 5, paying bills, and trying to find dates with someone
other than a next door neighbor who listens to
guru music or a co-worker who has bad breath.
The old faithfuls love to ponder over scrapbooks, retrace their footsteps to D-Hall and the
Union, and talk about "the good old days" at
their alma mater.
These are the graduates who have put down
roots at JMU that they will always cling to. They
want to know the latest juice from the grapevine.
Other alums return to campus gloating with
glowing reports. They brag of rolling in the dough,
unlimited expense accounts with their companies
and hardly getting any rest for members of the opposite sex calling night and day.
Despite the outstretched hands and clinching
bear hugs, they confess feeling "out of place" at
the party or reception that's been prepared
especially for them. "Boy, do I feel old," one
groans. "Did I look like that geek diving off the
bar when I went here?" he asked with his nose upturned.
Then there are the graduates who come back to
school slightly regretful of perhaps not studying as
much as they might have. "Yeah," a tired looking
guy says, "I feel bad I never went to classes. Pumpin' gas is kinda gettin' old these days," he mopes.
Other alums are floored when they catch wind of
the latest scoops on their friends. "I can't believe
she's engaged to him!" a lonesome loser told me.
"I swear she liked me but just didn't know how to
tell me. I guess it's too late to change things now."
At the close of the weekend, they hug and cry
and promise to keep in touch. Solemnly, they get
into their cars and drive back to the real world.
Maybe they've left you with some sense of direction — job leads or a feel for what life is like after
leaving Madison.
But^you know, we still have the upper hand.
Most of us still have a full head of hair and no extra mouths to feed or diapers to change.
Unlike our predecessors, we can just sit back,
pop open a can of beer and blow off a class or
two. It's a wonderful life.
Cope-lng is published each Monday.
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Located in Cloverieaf Shopping Center
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CAFETERIA
111 S. CARLTONST
HARRISONBURG. VA 22801
Our homemade baked goods are the
best In the Valley! You'll love our
apple dumplings!

Cany-out Orders Available
Everyday- Roast Beef
Fried Chicken
Fried Fish

GET TWO EDUCATIONS
FROM ONE COLLEGE
SCHOLARSHIP.
An education in your chosen major. And an education
in becoming an Army ROTC officer. You get both with
an Army ROTC scholarship.
Army ROTC is the college program that trains you to
become an officer, a leader and a manager.
You take ROTC along with your other studies and
graduate with both a degree and a second lieutenant's
commission.
Best of all, you can put both of your educations to
work right away. In today's modern high-tech Army,
we need engineers, communication experts, computer
specialists, and other professionals.
Our scholarships cover full tuition and required fees.
They also provide an amount for books, supplies and
equipment, as well as an allowance of up to $1000
each school year they're in effect.
So if you think all scholarships just provide you with a
college degree, look into an Army ROTC scholarship.
You'll be in for quite an education.

Featuring;
Monday
Country Fried Steak
Pepper Steak
VMI Parmesan

Wednesday
Broiled Frah
Spaghetti & Meatseucef
Barbecue Chicken

Tuesday
Chicken & Dumplings
Baked Ham
Liver & Onions

Thursday
Stuttad Bell Peppers
Chicken Livers
Sweet 4 Sour Chicken

Friday
Barbecue Short Ribs
Pork Tenderloin
Rib Eye Steak
Sunday
Turkey 1 Dressing
Pork Tenderloin
Rib Eye Steak

Saturday
Lasagne
Pork Tenderloin
Rib Eye Steak

Also many other varied entrees such as:
Meattoaf, Corned Beef, Spaghetti Pie, Fried Shrimp, Smothered Chicken, etc.

firc$tonc
JOHN

HUFFMAN
W
434 1711
Come In And Pick Up Your
DISCOUNT CARD Entitling You:
5°-o ON ADVERTISED SALE TIRES & SERVICE
10% ON NON-ADVERTISED TIRES
10% ON ALL NON-ADVERTISED AUTOMOTIVE
SERVICE AND PARTS
CARD GOOD INDEFINITELY

SERVICES AND PRODUCTS
OFFERED
Air Conditioning
State Inspection
Batteries
Shocks
Anti Freeze

Brake Service
Alignment
Lube & Oil Change
Exhaust Service
Tune-ups

Valley Plaza 430 N. Mason St.

ARMYROTC
KALLYOUCANBE.

Contact: Capt. Torres
Stad Bldg, Rm F205
Phone: 568-6355

Coupon
Master Mind Engine
Analysis and Print Out
Normal Value $29.95 Now $19.95
Good on most cars and pickup trucks
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Last-minute kick nips Dukes
By Kerry Coffelt
assistant sports editor

Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE

JMU's senior runnlngback Brian Coe struggles for extra yardage In the third quarter of
Saturday's loss to Northeastern.

F*

■

Just when things looked good for the JMU football
team, the unexpected happened.
Going into Saturday's Homecoming Game with
Northeastern University, the Dukes had won four of
their last five games and were home for three straight
contests. Head coach Challace McMillin believed all
the elements were there for a possible repeat of 1982's
8-3 season.
But Saturday the Huskies (2-4) put a damper on
those expectations with a 9-6 victory over JMU (4-4) at
Madison Stadium.
"It (the loss) is tough," McMillin said. "We've just
got to come back and play hard."
Northeastern's Geoff Hart was the main reason for
the Dukes' setback as the senior placekicker booted
three field goals, the last coming with 1:15 left in the
game, to provide the winning margin.
That winning kick was set up by a JMU turnover
deep in its own territory.
With little more than three-and-a half minutes to go
in the game, the Dukes were faced with a third-andthree at their own 11. Backup quarterback Julius Sherman found tight end Ben Edwards open. Edwards
caught the ball but fumbled when hit by Huskies'
defensive back Chris Demarest. Northeastern's Shawn
O'Malley fell on the loose ball at the 17.
" Three Huskies' running clays produced a fourthand-one at the 8-yard line. That brought on Hart, who
converted the 26-yard kick to give Northeastern a 9-6
lead with little more than a minute to go.
"It was like an extra point, a chip shot and down the
middle," Hart said. "I just wanted to make sure I kept
my head down and hit it."
JMU's hopes ended when Sherman threw an interception with 55 seconds left in the game.
Hart, who was 0-for-3 in field goals coming into the
game, gave the Huskies an early 3-0 lead when he kickSee KICK page 17

JMU tries to spark attack with QB switch
By Scott Tolley
sports editor

A team wins four out of its last
five games and averages 29.6 points
a game, yet finds itself scoreless going into the third quarter against a
1-4 team.
What do they do?
Make a change. Specifically — at
quarterback. Exit six-game starter
Mike Reed, enter freshman Julius
Sherman.
Why did the JMU coaching staff,
with 7:30 left in the third quarter,
make the move? And why go with a
5-foot-8 inch, 144-pound quarterback who's still wet behind the ears?
"We felt like we needed to make a
change," said head coach Challace
McMillin outside the locker room.
"We weren't moving the ball.
So Sherman got the nod.
"Julius had a great week of practice. He's faster . . . we felt we needed more speed."

The quarterback switch was a consensus decision. Back field coach
Jimmy Prince listed the same reason
as McMillin for the move, adding,
"Each week we've gotten more confident in the younger kids (Sherman
and freshman quarterback Eric
Green).
"We decided if we weren't moving
the football we'd go with them. Eric
was the backup ... this week Julius
had a better week than Eric."
Prince gives the impression that
the move was inevitable, as the
Dukes were in desperate need of
some offensive spark.
"We've got to do something,
we're not moving the football and
right now our problem is at quarterback. We're not throwing the ball
well or executing well," he said.
Well, the problem certainly
doesn't lie at the runningback spot.
This season the Dukes have rushed
See SWITCH page 15 ►

JMU's quarterback Mike Reed, who was rep^ac^rnthV^hTd^^
by Julius Sherman, carries the ball during^c^ quVrt.r ^So!!
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13thranked Patriots top JMU
when sophomore Dan Wright gave
JMU its only lead of the game with
staff wrltf
11:10 to go in the first half.
Sometimes things don't always However, that lead was soon lost as
GMU's Mike Jung scored on
turn out as expected.
This was the case as the JMU another Hay assist to make the score
men's soccer team fell to nationally- 2-2 with less than a minute to go in
ranked George Mason University 5-2 the half.
At that point Vanderwarker's plan
yesterday at the Convocation Center
field. The Patriots entered the match to confuse the Patriots still seemed
ranked 13th in the latest Inter- to be working.
Enter Patriot midfielder Fred
collegiate Soccer Association of
Thompson.
America top-20 poll.
With 42 seconds left in the half
The loss is the second straight
against a nationally-ranked oppo- Thompson took a feed from
nent, as the Dukes (4-7-1) lost a 3-0 Kingsley to give the Patriots a 3-2
decision to fourth-ranked Virginia halftime lead. However, Thompson
didn't stop there.
Wednesday night.
With 17 minutes gone in the se"We honestly felt that we were gocond
half, Thompson scored on an
ing to beat them (George Mason),"
said JMU head coach Bob Vander- assist from Chris Short to increase
the GMU lead to 4-2.
warker.
Finally Thompson finished off the
Gary Kingsley started the Patriots
scoring attack 5:03 into the game Dukes when he broke free from the
when he took a pass from Andy Hay JMU defense to set up a one-on-one
and placed it past Dukes' goalkeeper confrontation with Erdman.
Erdman used his 6-foot-3 inch,
Eric Erdman.
Five minutes later, Dan Villasenor 200-pound frame to drag down
responded for JMU when he placed Thompson in order to prevent a
a direct kick past a wall of GMU goal. However,the ensuing penalty
kick gave Thompson the third goal
defenders to knot the score at 1-1.
"I think that the game plan was of his hat trick, and the Patriots a
sound in that we really confused 5-2 victory.
Vanderwarker felt the key turning
them," Vanderwarker said. "We
point
was midway through the first
moved our sweeper up to mark their
half
when
the Dukes held a 2-1 lead,
sweeper . . . and our feeling was that
and
freshman
back Brad Soules had
we could then break some people
his
shot
carom
off the top of the
free for goals."
The two teams then traded goals goal.
By Mark Charnock

Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE

JMU's Dan Villasenor (7) battles for ball with George Mason's Doug
Bradley (8) In the Patriots' 5-2 win Sunday.
"If Soules' shot had gone, I think
that we could have named our score
and I think that the game was ours,''
he said.
"I'm pleased with our effort. I
think the plan was right, and we
would have liked to have pulled the

upset."

The date of JMU's final home
game of the year against East
Carolina has been changed from
Wednesday
(Oct.
24) to
Tuesday(Oct. 23) at the Convocation
Center field.

Switch

*> (Continued from page 14)

Staff photo by STEPHEN JAFFE

mil'* Mlckav Stinnett connects on ■ 37-yard field goal In the third quarter. Northeaatern's
LoZle HooklStoE"to block the kick while Joe Henry (7) holds. Stinnett added another field
Joel lalerin the game giving him the JMU career record for points scored.
\

for 1535 yards, but in the air have accumulated only 855.
Although JMU frequendy looks to Warren Marshall, the seventh-leading rusher in the nation, and
a more than competent Brian Coe, Prince will tell
you that's just not enough.
"We've got two excellent runningbacks who are
doing the job," he said. "Brian and Warren are
carrying the load. But nothing clicks unless the
trigger man clicks. And nothing's clicking right
now."
When Sherman entered the game. Reed had connected on 5-oM 3 passes for 45 yards and had been
sacked twice during the game. After his performance, Sherman's stats were 3-for-10 for 39 yards
and two interceptions.
Although Sherman's stats were not the most impressive, he did engineer the only scoring drive of
the day for the Dukes.
Sherman may not have proven that he will be the
savior of the slumbering JMU offensive attack,
but the coaching staff was not at all displeased
with his performance. The main cause of the
coaches' satisfaction is due to Sherman's limited
playing experience prior to Saturday's game.
"I think he did fine," Prince said. "It was excellent for a freshman who's played four series of
JV ball."
In the JV's 24-20 win over Chowan Oct. 8, Sherman split time with Green. Last week in JMU's
28-7 win over Davidson College Sherman played in
three downs.
Both McMillin and Prince said no decision has
been made as to who will start at quarterback
against East Tennessee State this weekend. The
position will go to the quarterback who performs
best in this week's practice.
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by Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Classified ede In The Bmn cost $1
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words,
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment is required.
Deadlines are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's issue. Ads may be mailed to
The Breeze, Jamas Madison University,
Harrlsonburg, Va. 22807, or may be
delivered to The Breeze office In the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, at
Grace and South Main streets.
Categories Include Personals, For
Sale, For Rent, Help Wanted, Services,
Wanted, Lost and Found. Found ads are
free.

For Ssls
Rooky's AnNque Mai Super stuff;
reasonable prices. Largeet antique mall
In the Shenendoah Valley. 16 minutes
south of JMU on m 11. Visa, Master
Cord. Thursday- Sunday I- 8.
Inside Harrison Antiques at NW comer Court Square. Only 8
shopping days til Halloween. Create your
vary own costume from our large Inventory of unlqus and ortqlnsl clothing.
la It true you can buy jsspa for $44
through the US government? Ost the
facts today I Call 1-312-742-11
1142. Ext.

5080.
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Mnun YasMoa SLR extension
28mm wide angle, 3x teleoonverter,
80-230 zoom, professional flash, caees,
filters. $326. 4342100.
Super 8mm Movie Camera end Projecter.
Both with sound usad 5 times. 8300.
434-2100.

m.cpmme~.

pUMtemm

WXPOSmONON
TAt INPUIN6.

ACffHrT.
I

Maxel XLII 80 or TDK 8A*0. 2/66.28 or
10/824.86. Musk: Museum. 06 E. Market
St.
1873 Duster 6 cyl., automatic, power
steering. Good condition. $886meg. Call
Heualng Contract for second semester.
For Info writs PO 1768.

.-A^v

Wanted
i Male and female needed for nude
photo art projecti SlO/hour. Wayne.
04 8660 or Box 1066.

Services
Raseareh Papers I 306psge catalog 15,278 toplcsl Rush 82 Research, 11322
Idaho, Number 206MB, Los Angeles, CA
80025 (213) 477-6226.
Professlsnsl Resume/Typing. Services
vis Computer. Call Barbara 4344646.
Professional Typing. Cell Kathy
4334016.
Typing Service 21 years experience.
•
61 /pace Mrs. Pries, 8704036
cents a page!
Protesalenal Typing 86 con
mlngs 434-4668
4
Call Julie. Evenings
Susen, X&292B a.m. ■
1230 p.m. or
I Catalog of 16,000 topics Send
81 ..Research. 407 8. Dearborn, Chicago,
IL 60606. (812) 822-O300.
Confidential Abortion Servloee ...
because ws believe a woman faced with
an unintended pregnancy should have a
full range of options available to her.
Hsgsrstown Reproductive Health Services - member of the National Abortion
Federation (NAF). AH counseling and
medical sorvtoos met or exceed NAF
guidelines. Call collect for Information or
to schedule an appointment: (301)
733-2400.
Ost High For scenic Shenendoah Valley
Sir tours
for fast travel to any destination ceil wmism x4147.
"
Baeystttar avallobie aftsr

noes

ut*

Lost
Reward I Diamond ring lost at Godwin
Tennis Courts. Blank Onyx with diamond
center. Sentimental value. Please return I
Call 434-2820.

Part Time Sell Winter and Spring Break
Vacations for major Collegiate Travel
Company. High commissions - Free
Trips! Phone necesssry. Sand application to: Joe Sharelll, Campus Vscstlons,
26 Court Ct., Brooklyn. NY 11242.

Help Wanted

Pereonale

960J0 Per Hundred Paid for processing
mall at homsl Information, send selfaddressed stsmped envelop. Associates,
Box 86, Rosalie, New Jersey 07203.
DeNveryPerecnnel with and without cars.
JMs Pub and Dell. Apply within. See
Willis or Wse.
Apply at Jsssa'a Quick Lunch.

Uvs Rook Music C'mon let's boogyl I
Thursday night WCC Ballroom. $1 at
door.

__ard Free Trip to Daytona plus Commission Money. Wanted:
Organized
group or Individual to promote the No. 1
Spring Break Trip to Daytona. If you are
interested In our reward cal (414)
781-0466 or 1-0004634074 Immedlatelyf
Or write Designers of Travel, N. 48 W.
13334 W. Hampton Ave., Menomonee
Falls, Wl 63051.

No Eatl. DT and the Shakes, 3rd Wave,
Rational Herdsman See'sm Lfvell Thursdsy night WCC Ballroom. 6:00 sharp.

Reps Nisasd Ski Free: Position
Involves marketing and selling quality ski
and beech trips on campus. Earn Free
Trips and High Commissions. Cell SumrnH Tours 8004264438.

weaemeon's 62* Your days of academic

CSIWJMS

JM's Deity Delivery 11:00 a.m. -1:30 a.m.
weekdays, till 200 a.m. weekends.
Say h With Balloons Happy Birthday, I
Love You, Thanks, Just Becauae; Hundreds More. We deliver. Flights of Fancy.
434-3361.

_*»<""_■» to Owe* Night with Kappa
Skj and PI Kap.
_^
Kst, Dwsr, Swamp, Karen and AB DM
you know I love you? I dol Even more
than oookteel Your Alal
"
w h you M
SSSTS
? ^?
1
• P»t of the
8306 • Vote
Thursday.

Byren Happy 21M Birthday! Thanks for
being such e great bkj brol Have a auper
day I Love, Your Little 81s.
^

Cempue Rap to run spring break vacetion
trip to Daytona Beach. Earn free trip and
money. Send resume to College Travel
Unlimited, PO Box 6063 Station A,
Daytona Beech, FL 32022, Include phone
numberepli

;_■ Terranoa Have a beautiful birthday.
With Love Always, Donna.
WIMsmson's fcOO MKTQ 465 remember
vote BSBS Thursday, Oct. 25.

i 816,690 - to0,563ryear
Now Hiring. Your Arse, for Information
Celt 806-6874000. Ext. 6626.

-ft Beer As I haven't told you lately
111 say It now, I Love You. Brown Eyas.

HoWa It going? Have a good

Danes to Rock N Roll Music. Ws are
one/Let's have some fun. Thursday night.
WCC Ballroom. 61 at door.
Kappa PI sends congrats to Ha new Initials John R, Molly 8. Stephanie S,
Rosemary 8, Cindy A, Anns Q, Marcla C,
Uaa A, Jim H, Leonard 8, Slavic L, Lee H,
Linda B, Anne C.
Chrys Yeah! 11 knew you were the best all
the time • Now, you know. Love ya. AX.
four Campus Bands Thursday night
(25th) WCC Ballroom. Let's Party!I 81 at
door.
WBJaaseon'e 8*8 MKTO 406 B8B8 la on
your side. Vote union Thursday, Oct. 28.
I heps you have a great 10th Birthday!
Love, Jane.
Book N Hal Thursday night at WCC
Ballroom II $1 at door.
LP Special All prsownsd LP*a • 1/2 pries.
Mondays only. Music Museum. 66 E
Msrfcst St. Sato Items excluded.
"mafstrwDrffersiiesDent miss Ledtee Night at JM'a every
Tueeday.
Rock N Red N leede to decsdsnee cmon lets do It together! I Thuradsy
night at WCC BaMroom. 61 at door.

For Rent
*oom I70rmonth. CaM 433-3002.
•togto Ssdroom Apt near JMU on Dutohmlll Court 6216.4342100.

rf-Sir^ ••tJ*1 »tont any 3 LTa for 16.
JSjgff* "*1- Music Mueeum. 66 E.

e

■FT

»>

Kick
«► (Continued from page 14)

cd a 47-yard field goal 49 seconds into the second quarter.
The Dukes took the ensuing
kickoff and appeared as if they
would take the lead, but another key
turnover ended the threat.
JMU had moved from its own 25
to midfield, when runningback Warren Marshall, who gained 88 yards
on 15 carries on the day, took off
around left end. The sophomore
found daylight and was headed
down the left sideline when defensive
back Bob Koban hit him at the
15-yard line and forced the ball
loose. The ball headed for the goal
line where Demarest recovered the
fumble at the 4.
The Huskies took over and marched to the JMU 13-yard line before
the drive stalled. Hart was called on
again, this time connecting on a
30-yard field goal to give Northeastern a 6-0 lead with 5:15 left in
the half. That kick gave Hart the
Huskies' all-time career mark for
field goals made with 20.
JMU had one more scoring opportunity in the first half, but that was
thwarted when placekicker Mickey
Stinnett's 34-yard field goal attempt
nicked the left upright with one
minute left before intermission.
"We didn't move the ball well at
all," McMillin said. "And when we
did, we stopped ourselves."

In an attempt to move the bill better, McMillin inserted Sherman, a
freshman, in place of starting
quarterback Mike Reed with 7:30
left in the third quarter.
"I felt we needed to make a
change," McMillin said.
Sherman's first series at the helm
resulted in three points. Dukes' free
safety Marshall Barnes recovered a
fumble giving JMU a first down at
the Northeastern 33. The Dukes
moved to the 20-yard line, but could
get no further and settled for a
37-yard field goal by Stinnett, cutting the lead to 6-3.
The Dukes tied the game with 5:38
left in the game when Stinnett connected from 39 yards out. That field
goal was set up by a 21-yard pass
from Sherman, who was threefor-10 for 39 yards passing on the
day. The pass went to Brian Coe
who put the ball at the Huskies' 29.
JMU moved to the 22, but got no
further and settled for Stinnett's
kick.
That field goal gave Stinnett the
JMU record for most career points
with 154, breaking Ron Stith's
(1973-76) mark of 152. Stinnett, who
also punted for a 44.3, including
punts of 61 and 63 yards, upped to
his season total to 12-of-14 field
goals.

The JMU women's cross country
team finished second in the Virginia
Intercollegiate League Championships held Saturday in Williamsburg.
Virginia Tech (36 points) won the
state title for the fourth straight
year, while the Dukes (49) finished
second for the fifth straight year.
Virginia Tech's Linda King ran
the 5,000-meter course in 17:39 to
win the race. JMU's Julie George
finished fourth in a time of 18:36.
_————

Men's cross country
The JMU men's cross country
team finished fourth in the Virginia
Intercollegiate League championships held in Williamsburg Saturday.
Virginia Tech had 19 points and
won the event, while the Dukes totaled 109.
Mark Stickley of Virginia Tech
won the individual title over the
10,000-meter course with a time ofv
29:49. JMU's best finisher was
George Fitch, who finished 12th in a
time of 33:19.

Men's tennis
The JMU men's tennis team
finished second of nine teams in the

Announcement* ki Ths MM srs provided tree M a
service to reedere Events requiring in exhange of
money will not Do published In the announcements
Motion. Entertainment notice* may be sent to the
features editor for tha Arta and People section. Personal announcement* may be sent to The Breeze
business office for the Parsonala section.
Deadline*) for announcementa are noon Friday for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for Thursday's
issue Mailing addrees la The Breeze, Communication
Arts Department, Jam** Medlson University, Herri son
burg. VA 22807. Tha Breeze office la located In tha
basement of Anthony-Saeger Hall at Grace and South
Main streets
Form tor announcements Is WHO Is doing WHAT.
WHEN. WHERE. Itsms will be edited for brevity. Name
and telephone number ahould be Included.

Meetings
Campus ClUMd* lor Christ — meeta every
Thursday night, 7:30 p.m, Mezzanine, WCC.
Fellowship Of Christian AthlOtM —meet
every Sunday night, 830 p.m., North Ballroom, WCC.
JMU Canterbury —The Episcopal Student Group
meat* every Thursday at Emmanuel Eplacopal Church
after the 7 p.m. Communion service.
RsMl LIU Fellowship —will meat every Thursday st 8 p.m., Room C, WCC.
Csve Club —meeta every Thuraday night. 7:30
p.m., Jackson 2.
Praabytorian Fellowship —is every Monday,
6.30 p.m., tha Mezzanine, WCC. Bible study Is every
Tuesdsy, 8 p.m. In tha baeement lounge of Hoffman
Hall.
Luthoran Student Movement — meets every
Thuraday. 8 p.m.. Muhlenberg Lutheran Church.
JMU Clrebl K Club —meets every other week at
8:15 p.m.. In Room 119, Burruss Hall. Call Bath «5720
for details.

N.O.W. —the Hanlaonburg-Rocklngham chapter of
the Nat lonal Organization tor Women will meet Oct. 23,
7:30 p.m., In the Harrlaonburg Electric Commleelon'*
community room.

Virginia Intercollegiate League
Championships held Friday and
Saturday.
The University of Virginia won
the event with 81 points, while the
Dukes had 70 points.
JMU had two individual winners
as Claude Han fling won the number
two singles title, and Rob Smith won
the number six singles crown. Handing teamed with Mark Trinka to win
number one doubles.

Men's Golf
The JMU men's golf team finished 23rd in the John Ryan Memorial
Tournament held in Durham, N.C.
Thursday through Saturday.
Wake Forest won the title in the
24-team tourney with a three-round
total of 856 (277-292-287). The
Dukes finished with a 935
(303-312-320) total.
JMU is second after the first
round of the UNC-Wilmington Invitational tourney which began Sunday. Old Dominion is leading the
13-team field with a score of 294,
with the Dukes six strokes back.
JMU's freshman Brett West shot a
73 which puts him in a tie for third,
two strokes behind the leader.
The tournament runs through
Tuesday.
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announcements

Music Industry Association —meet, every
Tuesday at S p.m.. Duke M103.

sportsfile
Cross country
finishes 2nd
in VIL's

Th« Br

ACTQ » FIN — A Film about the Merrlott Corp.
will be presented on Oct. 24, 730 p.m. Miller 101. Free
admission snd casual dress.

General

CPsVP —Workehopa: Rasums Willing: Oct. 23 from
2-3 p.m.; Interviewing for Teaching Positions Oct. 23.
245-345 p.m.; Move Over My Head Hurte: Oct. 24,
9:45-10:45 a.m.; Writing Applications for Teaching Poaltlons: Oct. 24, 9:45-10:45 em; snd Interview Prepare
ttort Oct. 26,J>:46-10:45 a.m. Advance sign-up Is re
quired In the CP&P.
Recruiting Changea: Prescresnlng to Open. Still ac
cepting signups for Peebles (Buslnee* ma|ora) and
David Taylor Naval Shipyard (Computer Science. Math,
* Phyalce majors), check the Maater Calendar for other
change* »nd additions.
W»tch for JOB CON NECTION snnouncsmenta In Tht
Brene -coming soon.
Resumes will be received on s wslk-ln bails
Thursdays from 9-11:30 em. Resume* should be typed.
Various part-time positions have been Hated with the
CPSP Office. See Mary PJse for further details.
CP8.P coueefore are available by appointment to
dlBcuee career dadalona.
JOB CONNECTIONS: CP8.P Office la now collecting
resumes snd date sheet* for the following openings:
Kroy Inc. (any ma|or interested In sales, Dec. grsda only), Swank Corp. (any m»|or Interested In salee, Dec.
grade only), Thousand Trails, Beer* » Cutler, and G W.
Amos. Deadline Is Oct. 28.

ChOOSlng a Major —The Counseling and Student Development Center offers opportunities In
value* clarification and self-exploration to aaalat you
In chooaing a major and making decisions vocationally. Call 8682 for an appointment.

Spring 1965 Schedule Distribution -Reel
dent students will receive a Spring Schedule from the
Resident Advisor in their Residence Hall.
Commuter Students (Including President!*! Apart
merit residents) will pick up their achsdulee In the
Commuter Student Office (Room 108) In Warren Campus Center beginning Thursday, Oct. 28.
Special Students snd James Madison University
employees may obtain a Spring Schedule from either
the Continuing Education Office In Wilson 113 or the
Dean of Admlaakma end Records Office In Wilson 107.
Graduate Students will be mailed their 1985 Spring
Schedule.
Extre schedule* will be on sale In ths Bookstore for
fourteen cants. No extra schedules srs available In the
Record* Office or Graduate School Office.
Physical FltnaSS —Join ths Army Physical Exercise Program which takes place every Monday and
Wednesday. 4:30 p.m. Everyone welcome
R.O.T.C. Is now tsklng Scholorshlp Applications,
Tuesdsy through Thursdsy, Room F20S.

Tho Counseling Center —otters personal,
study skills snd vocstlonsl counseling for IndlvkJuels
snd groups. Call a6522 for more Information or coma
for walk-In service 34 p.m., Monday through Thuraday,
no sppolntment needed, Alumnae Hall.

ESCOfl SorviCO — AXP will offer an escort service
Sunday through Thursday, 8 p.m to 12 midnight. Call
.5109 for service.

Events

StUdOnt Football TlCkata — Stadium sections
3-7 have been reserved for full-time JMU students for
home football game*.
Students will be required to (how a valid ID. to tha
ticket takers to gsln admission to tha etadlum.
Student* will be ssatad on a "tint-come, first-serve"
basis.
Special seating arrangements will apply to tha
Parent's Day gam* on Oct. 27 so JMU students may alt
with their parents.
All aaats will be rsssrvsd. Students will receive their
own reserved tickets st no charge by presenting their
ID at tha Athletic Ticket Office In the Convocation
Center during tha weak of Oct. 21-28.
At that time, students may buy tlckata for aaata next
to their own at 17 pre ticket. Parents may also pay for
their tlckata through tha mall by using a form they will
receive but the tickets must be picked up by the student In order to have sssts together.

Group; 7 p.m., Bible Study. Oct. 23. 5:30 p.m, Discussion: Medi* In the Church. Oct. 24,8 am, Communion,
Room A, WCC; 3 p.m., Study Group. Oct. 28, 8 p.m.,
New Ufs Singers. Duke 209. Oct 28-28, United
Methodist Student Conference at Bi scat one, Ve

Wesley Foundation — Oct. 22, 3 p.m., study

Baptist Student Union — Meetings will be
held every Thursday, 8:30 p.m. to 7 p.m., at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church.
New Psalm Singers rehear as Wednesday* from 8:30
p.m. to 8 p.m. at the Weeley Foundation.
Migrant Ministries mast at 8 p.m. at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church. Trensportstlon will be provided.
Sunrise Semester la every Wednesday from 7 em to
7:46 em., room 2, Jackaon Hall.
BSU Family Group If Interested In (olnlng, cell

JMU MM

BSU "Hotline", JMU-5259

Tutor* N 880*ad — Tutors are needed In nearly all
JMU sublact areas If you an interested In tutoring
Other students, applications are available at the
Counseling snd Student Development Center, second
floor. Alumna* Hall.

Ufa Sclanc* Musaum — Hours sre Tuesdays
snd Frtdaye from 1 p.m. to 4 pm., room 10, Burrua*
Hall.
CA.R.S. — A free ride home tor faculty and
students who have had loo much to drink. Friday and
Saturday nights from 11 p.m to 3 a.m., call 43»CARS

Learning Aeseesmant and Study Skills
QrOUP —The Counseling snd Student Development
Center Is offering s new group beginning Oct.4. Topic*
to be covered are tha following: Time msnagsment,
reading textbooks, tsklng lecture notes, memory and
concentration, preparing and taking exams. Call 8552
to register.

Woman's Lecroese —Anyone interested In trying out for the Women's Lacroess teem ahould contact
Dee McDonough In Godwin Hall prior to Oct. 25
Life Sclanc* Museum —win hsve a specie
opening Parent's Dsy, Oct. 27,10 em. to 12 noon. Burruss 10.

Catholic MalBS —Schedule Changea: Oct. 14.11
em., Maaa only, In the Ballroom Oct. 20,6 p.m., Maaa,
Blackwall Auditorium, Moody Hall. Oct. 27, 5 p.m.,
Mass In Anthony Seegsr; Ths Most Rev. John Keeling.
Blah'-) of Arlington, reception at 3:30 p.m., Maas at
4:30 p.m., CSC; CCM's Alumni Talent Show, Oct. 20. 8
pm.. CSC. Contact Tony st 433-1021.

William CtfcriStSnbSny — a nationally recognized photographer and sculptor, will present an IIlustrstsd Iscturs sbout his own artwork on Oct. 24, 7
p.m.. A100, Duks Fins Arts Building. Admission Is free
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Viewpoint
At Issue In '84

Foreign Policy
Did last night's debate sound like
this? It should have.
By Brian Rawdon and
Danelle Duvall
This week's At Issue In '84 attempts to portray the responses of
both presidential candidates to
foreign policy issues in a debate format. It's not a summary of last
night's debate. It's the opinion of
the writers, based on the styles used
and public statements made by the
two candidates.
Moderator Mr. Reagan and Mr.
Mondale, we're here tonight to
debate foreign policy issues. You're
to state your ideas about foreign
policy using specific facts and examples. Mr. Reagan?
Reagan: Thank you. I'm proud to
say that for the first time in many
years, America is reassuming her lost
role in world affairs. Our new found
strength is responsible for curbing
the spread of communism, not only
in this hemisphere, but throughout
the world. Thanks to the policies of
this administration, America is standing tall.
Mondale: Mr. Reagan, your
policies of strength and action have
brought this country and the world
closer to the brink of war. Military
power is all well and good, but we
shouldn't threaten existing governments and provoke conflicts in areas
where we would do better to stay out
of. I favor a policy that curbs international conflicts through
diplomacy and negotiation. A good
foreign policy is based on mutual
respect. Your policies, Mr. Reagan,
are not. You're the first president
since Herbert Hoover who has not
met with the leader of the Soviet
Union — the nation, who along with
ourselves, is the most important nation to maintaining world stability.
Reagan: Mr. Mondale, as you well
know, there have been three different Soviet leaders serving in the
Kremlin over this period. Unfortunately, this instability has made it
difficult for us to meet and
negotiate. And due to the military
t ■

decline of the Carter-Mondale years,
we've had nothing to negotiate with.
Now, however, we have achieved
parity in military strength. Our
bargaining position is stronger. Consequently, I have initiated dialogue
with Soviet Foreign Minister
Oromyko. Maybe with the progress
of the past four years, we can take
steps to solve some of the serious
problems we face.
The best indicator of our policy's
success is that not one inch of free
soil has fallen under Soviet hands
since I became president.
Mondale: Mr. President, thanks to
you, our relations with the Soviets
are now worse than they have ever
been. Your aggressive arms deployment policy has seriously damaged
our bargaining base. And your recent talks with Gromyko are too little, too late. We need more than just
photo opportunities; we need
serious, high-level talks with the
Kremlin on arms control, deployment of forces in Europe and a host
of other topics. We cannot afford to
continue this situation of not talking. Communication between the
super powers is vital.
Reagan: Mr. Mondale, there's only
so much we can achieve by talking.
For instance, in Central America,
particularly in El Salvador, our aid
and military training has stopped
and even reversed the spread of
Communism in our own backyard.
In Grenada, we rescued Americans
from a Marxist government that was
supported by the Cubans and the
Soviet Union. You could even say we
rescued the citizens of Grenada from
that oppresive regime. Today, they
are free because of our intervention.
Mondale: Mr. President, to me and
many Americans, your Central
American policy is Vietnam all over
again. The involvement of the CIA
in Nicaragua and our aid to the contras simply illustrates the fact that
we are doing more harm than good.
This administration now supports
governments who use death squads
to terrorize their people. You're paying too little attention to human

rights violations and too much attention to covert CIA solutions.
Lebanon and the Middle East is
another quagmire of this kind. The
inadequate security measures at our
embassies have resulted in the death
of almost 300 people in Lebanon.
The American people are truly
disturbed by our involvement in wartorn Lebanon. They're asking, "Is
this another Vietnam?" These warring factions need to be brought
together. We certainly are not standing tall in the Middle East.
Reagan: There can be no denying
that several terrorist incidents
against American forces deeply hurt
all of us. But these loyal and
courageous men did not die in vain.
They were there doing a job, and
that job was keeping the peace as
part of a multi-national force. That
job has been accomplished and we
have brought the marines home. I
am proud of the role we played in
Lebanon and in the entire Middle
East.
Moderator Gentlemen, any concluding remarks?
Reegan:Four years ago, 32
Americans were held hostage by a

tyranical government in Iran. On the
day of my innauguration, I vowed to
you that humiliation like this one
would never occur in my presidency.
It has not. If I am re-elected, my
policies will continue, and we will
never be forced to relive the Jailed
and condemned policies of the past.
Mondale: The aggressivepolicies of
the Reagan administration have
brought us closer to the brink of
nuclear war. If I'm elected, America
will stand strong, but we will not
abuse power, we'll use it to make the
world safer. America's international
role isn't that of a bully. We have the
power to insure world peace but instead, we create world instability.
The question Americans must ask
themselves before they vote is: Is the
world safer now than it was four
years ago?
At Issue In '84 is a special election column featured every Monday
on this page. This and future columns will comment on political occurrences and important issues of
these last two weeks In the campaign.
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Readers' Forum
Reactions support JMU and community
To the editor:

I would like to comment on the fallacies of
Joni Johnson's list of the negative sides of JMU
and Harrisonburg in the Oct. 18 issue of The
Breeze.
Johnson can't expect all meals to be prepared
and served to her satisfaction. It would be impossible for Food Services to please all its contract holders. Asking for hot food for lunch and
dinner as well as cold pizza, cold chicken and
cold spaghetti for breakfast is too demanding. I
can't recall when the food was too cold to eat. I
suggest sampling the food at UVa or Virginia
Tech, then the quality of JMU food would be
appreciated.
The Marching Royal Dukes only practice the
mornings of home football games, not every
morning as can be assumed from her letter. I live
relatively close to the football field and have yet
to hear the band or any derogatory remarks
towards them.
It's the hall council's duty to buy new
vacuums. Johnson just has to suggest the idea to
a wing representative, any officer, or go to the
meetings and suggest it herself. Hall council can
also provide change as a service to dorms. The
bank usually has change too.
The reason JMU is switching to a new phone
system is because the "long distance phone connections are lousy."
Construction was done this summer, it just
wasn't completed. Johnson obviously wasn't
here this summer to see it. Aren't the railroad
tracks federal land? Maybe Johnson should
write a letter to the government.
It's very unfortunate for Johnson that she
can't go shopping after 5 p.m. on Saturdays.
Johnson should go to bed at a decent hour if
shopping means that much to her.
If this letter sounds bitter, it is because I am
part of the majority of students here that are extremely proud of this school. I respect the efforts
of such groups as Food Services and Building

and Grounds to make this school better for the
students. The people of Harrisonburg are
generally very friendly and receptive to students.
I resent it when they are criticized.
The only negative side of JMU and Harrisonburg I can think of is students like Johnson. If
they can't handle such trivialities of college life
as getting up before 4 p.m. on Saturday, broken
vacuums, construction, and normal breakfast
foods, they shouldn't be here.

Since Johnson is a freshman, I suggest she give
JMU and Harrisonburg a better chance to show
the positive sides, instead of dwelling on the
negative. Or else, to borrow her comment on
Andrea Cope, if she can't accept the fact that the
world doesn't revolve around her wants, maybe
she shouldn't be here.
Sherry Coakley
Junior
history
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Yvonne Linton
sophomore
English
To the editor *

This is in response to Joni Johnson's letter in
the Oct. 18 issue of The Breeze. As a JMU student and native of this area, I found many of her
complaints trivial and inconsiderate of others'
needs.
The comment on JM's beer policy is valid, but
I don't think anyone has found a way to check
identification over the phone. The real question
is what happens when the delivery person gets
the beer to an underage customer.
The construction site behind Hillside is a
necessary evil in building the addition to the
campus center. A project this big just can't be
built in four months during the summer.
I don't know Johnson's definition of recreational books, but the library's collection does include recent popular fiction. It isn't set aside in
a special section, but it is among the regular
stacks.
I don't have room to discuss all Johnson's
gripes, so I'll end with the one about breakfast
which gave her letter its headline. I, too, enjoy
cold pizza, etc., for breakfast, but people usually
eat this way when raiding the icebox, not cooking a meal from scratch. On a campus this size,
there is no way the dining hall could or should
stock everyone's favorite leftovers.

To the editor.
I would like to respond to some of Joni
Johnson's attacks on JMU and Harrisonburg.
If Johnson has to sleep until 5 p.m. on Saturday and miss shopping, I want to party with her
some Friday.
She complains that the food is cold, yet she
wants cold chicken, cold pizza and cold spaghetti. Make up your mind and inform the dining
hall of your decision. After all, they are there to
satisfy our every whim.
The Breeze publishes a list of meetings and
events in every issue. Take 30 seconds to read it,
and there will be no more missed meetings for
you.
If books aren't left unattended in the library,
they don't get stolen — quite simple really.
If you have tried to order beer from JM's you
certainly know they do card everyone.
As a freshman you have a vast amount of college experience. However, it is possible that Andrea Cope, a junior, does know a bit more about
college tests that you do.
Give JMU a little more time Johnson. If you
still don't like it here, I know UVa would
welcome a transfer with such discriminating
taste.

The Real World
... IN TV MIE&T 0* 1H?
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Keith Turner is a freshman majoring in history. The Real World will appear an ,heJo1ujnj>aS1Iach^a^^

Barry Cox
Junior
marketing

by Keith Turner
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Reagan orders CIA
to Investigate manual

Four CIA employees killed in crash
WASHINGTON (AP)— Four American CIA
employees on an arms surveillance mission in El
Salvador were killed early Friday when their aircraft crashed in heavy rain, the State Department
said.
White House spokesman Larry Speakes said the
aircraft was to help the El Savladoran government
warn of insurgent offensives and identify
shipments of arms and ammunition by the
Nicaraguan government to guerrillas in El
Salvador.
One intelligence source said the plane, equipped
with sophisticated night photography equipment,
was following another aircraft suspected of carrying arms to leftist Salvadoran guerillas. He said
such missions had been under way for about two
months.

Employee sets fire;
kills 13 people
PATERSON, N.J. (AP) —
A fire reportedly started by a
disgruntled employee swept
through an eight-story
residence hotel Thursday killing 13 people and injuring 60.
Russell William Conklin, a
part-time employee who

According to The Washington Post, an unidentified CIA official said the plane had locked its
radar on the other craft. It was not known if this
contributed to the crash.
Speakes said that all aboard were Americans,
but would not say whether they were CIA agents or
U.S. government employees.
Neither Speakes nor State Department
spokesman Brian Carlson would identify the
employees by name.
The exact site of the crash has been questioned.
If there had been a deliberate attempt to give an incorrect location of the crash site, it might have
been to give CIA and government search teams
time to remove equipment and documents from
the wreckage before others arrived.

Mayor Frank Graves Jr. said
had drunkenly argued, with the
night manager of the Hotel
Alexander Hamilton was arrested and charged with aggravated arson and one count
of murder.

Earthquake jolts
six states
CASPER, Wyo. (AP) — An
earthquake jolted parts of six

states Thursday and damaged
buildings 200 miles apart in
Wyoming and Colorado, forcing their evacuation.
No injuries were reported,
even though the quake and its
aftershock were felt across a
280,000-square mile area.
Thursday's earthquake was
the biggest to hit Wyoming
since on of 5.9 magnitude occurred in Yellowstone National Park in June 1975.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) —
The Christian-controlled
Voice of Lebanon radio station reported that a number of
"essential" U.S. diplomats
left Lebanon on Saturday.
An embassy official would
not confirm the report. But in
Washington, State Department spokesman Brian
Carlson said Saturday, "It has
been decided to reduce the
number of personnel still fur-

ther" at the Beirut embassy.
Carlson said the number of
Americans at the embassy had
been cut from 99 to 45 following the Sept. 20 truck bombing
that killed at least 14 people.

Duarte meets
with commanders
SAN SALVADOR, El
Salvador (AP) — President
Jose Napoleon Duarte met
Wednesday with military field
commanders to brief them on
his talk with leftist rebels.
Defense Minister Carlos

Eugenio Vides Casanova, who
attended the Monday meeting
with rebels, said Duarte was
talking with the military
leaders to explain how he
viewed the La Palma meeting.
One priority when Duarte
took office June 1 was to convince some reluctant military
leaders of the need for talks
with the leftist rebels.
The La Palma session was
the first top-level meeting between the rebels and government since the start of El
Salvador's civil war five years
ago.

Midway Market
PREGNANT?
Free Confidential Help
Free Pregnancy Test

BIRTHRIGHT
434-0003

FBI joins investigation
of child deaths
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — The FBI has
joined an investigation of reports that
children may have been killed in rural Scott
County after being used in child pornography.
Meanwhile, Attorney General Hubert H.
Humphrey III said Thursday his office will
decide whether to prosecute 22 people who
faced child sexual abuse charges before a
local prosecutor dropped the charges this
week.

state

world
Some diplomats
evacuate Lebanon

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan ordered the Central Intelligence
Agency Thursday to investigate "the
possibility of improper conduct" in connection with its production of a
psychological warfare manual for
Nicaraguan rebels.
The manual says some leftist government
officials could be "neutralized" with the
"selective use of violence." The 90-page
manual, written in Spanish, tells the rebels
how to coerce citizens into carrying out
assignments against their will and urges the
rebels to create a "martyr" among their
supporters.
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Witness In fraud case
shot outside home
HAMPTON (AP) - A witness in a
federal mail fraud case died early Friday
after being shot outside his home,
authorities said.
Howard F. Womom was shot as he
walked from his car to the front door of
him home Thursday night, said Detective
Capt. Fred C. Godsey.
John C. Wagner, special agent in charge
of the Norfolk FBI office, said Womom
was to testify in the trial of Earl Carlton
Powell of Hampton, who is charged with
10 counts of mail fraud and one count each
of perjury and obstruction of justice.
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